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GYE SIYUM MISHNAYOS - please join! (Glauber)
Posted by mr. emunah - 05 Mar 2013 01:25
_____________________________________

In case you didn't know,

there was a terrible tragedy in williamsburg on Motzi Shabbos,

a 21 year old couple (Heimishe) where going by cab to the hospital to deliver their

first child,

There cab was hit by hit and run driver and both where niftar.

The doctors where able to perform an emergancy c-section to save the child, but the

child was niftar today as well.

I find this story to sad for words, and I feel personally responsible (a bit) you know,

maybe if I hadn't been such a sh**ck Hashem wouldn't have had to send this wake up call.

Anyways, I feel a big hisorerus to do something lilui nishmasam, (not something big,
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because it probably won't happen, but some thing small and meaningful and maybe we can

use this as an opportunity for growth...

I don't have any concrete plans yet but I'd like to hear if anybody else had a good idea,

and we could make maybe a kind of a group kabola (maybe even only for a short period of

time)

Also if anybody knows there full names (ie avraham ben moshe) could you post it here

p.s. even the goyim in my office heard of this story (and we live about 500 miles away from ny.)

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 15 Mar 2013 19:08
_____________________________________

I will take Megilla BL"N

Their names are Nachman ben Chananya Yom Tov and Raizel bas Yitzchok

I believe the Shloshim is on the 7th day of Pesach.
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May it be a zechus for their neshamos and for us as well.

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Machshovo Tova - 15 Mar 2013 19:14
_____________________________________

I will take Pesachim bl"n.

MT

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by tehillimzugger - 17 Mar 2013 15:53
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

I will take Megilla BL"N

Their names are Nachman ben Chananya Yom Tov and Raizel bas Yitzchok

You just made it like totally more complicated 

siman: ne"r chayy"i= nachman- reizel. chananya yomtov- Yitzchok

Zemmy you're doing middos? Gevaldig! how big was the beis hamoked up to the pispasim?
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[I'm up to perek daled by the way]

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 18 Mar 2013 06:55
_____________________________________

Hadran Alach Maseches Megilla.

I'll do Beitza next BL"N.

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 18 Mar 2013 19:49
_____________________________________

thank you Gevura!

tehillimzugger wrote:

Zemmy you're doing middos? Gevaldig! how big was the beis hamoked up to the pispasim?

[I'm up to perek daled by the way]

i am in middle of the 3rd perek and i didn't see any mention of the dimensions of the bais
hamoked. maybe in Tomid?

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by mr. emunah - 18 Mar 2013 19:57
_____________________________________
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Up to second perek of Taanis!

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by tehillimzugger - 19 Mar 2013 00:22
_____________________________________

ZemirosShabbos wrote:

i am in middle of the 3rd perek and i didn't see any mention of the dimensions of the bais
hamoked. maybe in Tomid?

perek aleph mishna ches: bayis gadol hayah.

Just how big? ah, homework!

I'm up to perek hey by the way.

Perek daled has some intereting stuff, like the enactment about Names Names Names and the
following quote: "Yibatel?! vaHalo lo nivra haolam ella l'pirya v'rivya"

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Gokaiger - 19 Mar 2013 09:07
_____________________________________

Hey guys ill do shekalim, when does it have to be complete?

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by inastruggle - 19 Mar 2013 20:46
_____________________________________
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i finished brachos

ill take chagigah bl"n

does anyone know why we say salik maschtas by mishnayos and hadran by gemara?

update: mishnayos zecher chincoch says nishlam at the end of the masechta

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by mr. emunah - 19 Mar 2013 21:49
_____________________________________

try to be finished bty the second last day of pesach

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 21 Mar 2013 06:44
_____________________________________

3 perakim of beitza done.

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by hopefull - 21 Mar 2013 07:55
_____________________________________

i got makos

========================================================================
====
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Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 21 Mar 2013 08:09
_____________________________________

Who beat you up?

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by zvi - 21 Mar 2013 16:16
_____________________________________

I'll do bikkurim.

========================================================================
====

Re: Shaken up by the Glauber Tragedy
Posted by mr. emunah - 21 Mar 2013 22:37
_____________________________________

i'm halfway through taanis

========================================================================
====
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